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365iT Announces Investment in New Cloud Solution

Leading IT support and services company 365iT have significantly extended their offerings with
a brand new £2M state-of-the-art Cloud Solutions Centre.

(PRWEB UK) 21 December 2012 -- Having successfully provided a number of cloud services to a range of
clients in the past, including Backup-as-a-service (BaaS) and Security-as-a-Service, 365iT have now taken their
offering a step further by unveiling their next generation cloud solution for Infrastructure and Platform-as-a-
Service.

Building on its experience in delivering and supporting state of the art on-premise Data Centre Solutions, 365iT
is now set to provide an enhanced offering which allows organisations to choose an on-premise, hybrid or a
shared-private cloud solution from a single supplier. This means that clients can benefit from all of the security
and resilience of an on-premise service, along with the scalability and flexibility of cloud technology.

Peter Howells, Managing Director at 365iT Services, commented: “Many companies who are considering cloud
technologies are initially looking for a migration path for their business and our approach enables them to work
on a medium to long term strategy to achieve their goals. This approach reduces the risk in deployment,
protects investment in new technology and importantly allows them time to transform business processes and
structures to become cloud ready before taking the final leap. With our extended offer we can take our clients
on the cloud journey without the need to review technology platforms and suppliers at each stage.”

In order to offer nothing but a best in class solution, the company has made a major investment in IBM’s latest
integrated technology called PureSystems, along with providing VMWare virtualisation technology and
management. Furthermore, the entire solution is hosted in state of the art Tier3, IL3 Data Centres, complete
with ISO27001 certification.

In support of their decision to adopt IBM technology Peter Kearney, IBM Cloud Executive stated: "365IT's
insightful decision to use IBM's PureSystems as their platform of choice for their Managed Services business
will afford them a unique advantage to run cost effective, diverse and optimised cloud workloads that meet their
clients business needs The fully integrated and extensible PureSystems platform will enable 365IT to deliver a
flexible broad range of cloud services that are adaptable and responsive, in real time, to their clients agile
business requirements."

This state of the art technology, coupled with their pedigree and extensive experience, allows 365iT Services to
give clients an unrivalled cloud experience with the following features:

• On-Premise, Hybrid or Cloud Solutions based on the same technology platform and service levels;

• A scalable and customised solution that is tailored to the specific needs of each business;

• Quality engineered 'PureBuild' resilience and 'PureSecure' operations that function around individual
client environments and their applications;

• A fuss free, pay as you grow 'PureCloud' service;
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• The 'AssuredData' solution that assures robust security and integrity of data;

• An ideal platform for ISVs with proven methodology;

• DR through cloud-cloud backups with industry leading RPO and RTO;

• User configurable SLAs

• Very low latency enabled by leading vendor technology;

• The option for 24/7 support through their dedicated UK support centre.

The Cloud365iT solution is highly flexible and comprehensive, covering platform, infrastructure and software
needs. In addition, 365iT’s end-to-end engagement model ensures that clients get a ‘PureFit’ solution which
provides the following invaluable deliveries:

• User profiling and analysis;

• Workload scaling, migration services and application integration;

• ‘PureSecure’ audit and analysis;

• ROI and TCO modelling.

Managing Director at 365iT Services, Peter Howells, concluded about their newly enhanced cloud service: “We
are excited at the prospect of showing our clients just how effectively our cloud approach will boost ROI and
benefit their business operations. We’re also pleased to have taken another major step in our consistent drive to
offer clients nothing but the most reliable, cutting edge IT solutions available.”

For further information about Cloud365iT or to book a free consultation visit the 365iT website or contact them
directly on 0845 5055 365.
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Contact Information
Peter Howells
365IT Services
http://www.365itservices.co.uk/
0845 5055 365

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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